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The Key Issues in determining this application are:-

1.0

a) The planning policy position and the approach to be taken in the determination of
the application.
b) Whether the proposal would constitute a sustainable form of development:
•

Building a strong competitive economy

•

Promoting sustainable transport

•

Delivering a sufficient supply of homes

•

Achieving well designed places
- Reserved Matters: Layout, Scale, Appearance, Landscaping

•

Making efficient use of land

•

Promoting healthy and safe communities

•

Conserving and enhancing the natural environment

•

Conserving and enhancing the historic environment

•

Meeting the challenge of climate change and flooding

•

Supporting high quality communications

c) Impact on existing residential amenity
The recommendation is that permission be be deferred and delegated to officers to be
APPROVED subject to the resolution of outstanding matters relating to the LEAP and subject

to the imposition of conditions.

2.0

Conclusions

2.1

This detailed scheme follows the grant of permission (following the completion of a legal
agreement) of the outline proposal 10/02649/AOP where the principle of the development
for the wider Kingsbrook development was accepted and this is a material consideration in
the determination of this application.

2.2

The application has been evaluated against the Development Plan and the NPPF.
Paragraph 11 of the NPPF sets out the presumption in favour of sustainable development
which for decision taking this means approving development proposals that accord with an
up-to-date development plan without delay; or where there are no relevant development
plan policies, or the policies which are most important for determining the application are
out-of-date, granting permission unless the application of policies in the NPPF that protect
areas or assets of particular importance provides a clear reason for refusing the
development proposed; or any adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and
demonstrably outweigh the benefits, when assessed against the policies in this Framework
taken as a whole.

2.3

It is accepted that the development (as part of the wider Kingsbrook development) would
continue to make a contribution to housing land supply which is a significant benefit to be
attributed significant positive weight in the planning balance. Furthermore the proposal
would make a contribution to the provision of affordable housing to which significant
positive weight should be attributed. There would also be economic benefits in terms of the
construction of the development itself and those associated with the resultant increase in
population on the site to which significant positive weight should be attached.

2.4

Compliance with some of the other core planning principles of the NPPF have been
demonstrated in terms of the highway impact and parking provision, promoting healthy
communities (subject to clarification from leisure), the design of the development, impacts
on the natural environment, flood risk and on residential amenity. However, these matters
do not represent benefits to the wider area but demonstrate an absence of harm to which
weight should be attributed neutrally.

2.5

Weighing all the relevant factors into the planning balance, and having regard to the NPPF
as a whole, all relevant policies of the AVDLP and supplementary planning documents and
guidance, in applying paragraph 11d of the NPPF as the AVDLP housing supply policies
are out of date, it is considered that the adverse impacts would not significantly or
demonstrably outweigh the benefits of the proposal. It is therefore recommended that the
application that the application be deferred and delegated to officers to be APPROVED
subject to the resolution of outstanding matters relating to the LEAP and subject to the
imposition of any conditions as considered appropriate by Officers.
WORKING WITH THE APPLICANT/AGENT

2.6

In accordance with paragraphs 38 and 39 of the National Planning Policy Framework, the
Council, in dealing with this application, has worked in a positive and proactive way with
the Applicant / Agent and has focused on seeking solutions to the issues arising from the
development proposal.
AVDC works with applicants/agents in a positive and proactive manner by;
•
offering a pre-application advice service,
•
updating applicants/agents of any issues that may arise in the processing of their
application as appropriate and, where possible and appropriate, suggesting solutions.
In this case, AVDC worked with the agent to revise the application and to consider further

details and layout plans which were considered to be acceptable overall and the application
has been approved.
3.0

INTRODUCTION

3.1

The application needs to be determined by committee as Aylesbury Town Council and
Bierton with Broughton Parish Council have raised material planning objections and
confirm that they will speak at the Committee meeting.

4.0

SITE LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION

4.1

The site forms part of the Kingsbrook development site which commenced construction in
2016. Kingsbrook is located immediately to the east of Aylesbury and the overall site
extends to some 306.6ha from Oakfield Road to the west and to the south with the Grand
Union Canal, with a small area of the site extending to the other side of the canal, towards
Broughton. To the east of Kingsbrook is the Aylesbury Golf Centre as well as open
countryside/agricultural fields and to the north lies the village of Bierton. The land is a flat
low lying landscape characterised by a mix of arable and pastoral fields bordered by
hedgerows and hedgerow trees with scattered settlements and low woodland cover.
Village 2 is currently under construction and is partly occupied.

4.2

The application site forms part of the residential element of Village 3 to the north of the
Stocklake Link Road. Further proposed residential development to the north and east of
the application site will form part of a future phase and the canal quarter comprising
commercial and residential elements of Village 3 which are located to the south of the
Stocklake Link Road will also be part of a future phase.

4.3

The red edge application site includes land which goes to the south of the SLR and this
land forms part of the mitigation measures and surface water drainage scheme for Village
3.

5.0

PROPOSAL

5.1

This is a reserved matters scheme pursuant to outline permission 10/02649/AOP relating
to 228 new homes as part of village 3 to the Kingsbrook development plus associated
infrastructure including a further section of the Stocklake link road.

5.2

The detailed scheme under consideration proposes:
-

48 x 2 bed dwellings in the form of five blocks of flats fronting the Stocklake Link Road
on its northern side.

-

35 x 2 bed houses

-

110 x 3 bed houses

-

35 x 4 bed houses

5.3

The development would be finished in a mixture of brickwork, weatherboarding and tiles as
discussed in more detail below. Means of enclosure would comprise brick walling, close
boarded fencing, metal railings and timber knee rails.

5.4

With regards to the affordable units, 20% affordable units would be provided in accordance
with the level agreed at outline stage and in the S106 agreement accompanying the
approval. These would be provided in the form of 2-bed flats and two, three and four
bedroom dwellings providing a total of 46 units in this part of Village 3.

5.5

A LEAP is provided for in the eastern side of the application site.

5.6

Access into this part of village 3 would be via two main access points off the Stocklake Link
Road, the western access also acting as part of the bus route. In respect of parking
provision, this would take the form of on plot parking for the majority of dwellings with
parking to the front of the terraced properties and within an enclosed parking area to the

rear of the apartments. Some parallel parking is also shown within the scheme, mainly to
take account of visitor parking.
5.7

Throughout the scheme soft landscaping and tree planting is provided, particularly along
street frontages and within the swales and along the length of this part of the Stocklake
Link Road.

5.8

Discussions have taken place with the applicant in respect of several matters including
back to back distances, garden depths, parking, highway matters and the layout of the
development. The applicant has submitted amended plans to address these matters.

RELEVANT PLANNING HISTORY
10/02649/AOP - New urban extension comprising 2450 homes, 10ha employment land,
neighbourhood centre, two primary schools, construction of eastern link road (part) and the
Stocklake link road (rural section), green infrastructure, associates community facilities and
support infrastructure including expanded electricity sub station and flood defences Approved
14/03486/ADP - Approval of reserved matters pursuant to outline permission
10/02649/AOP relating to appearance landscaping, layout and scale for village 2 (including
all mitigation land) comprising the development of 492 residential units, community
facilities, associated landscaping and public open space, internal access and infrastructure
– Details approved
14/03487/ADP - Approval of reserved matters pursuant to outline permission
10/02649/AOP relating to appearance landscaping, layout and scale for the road
infrastructure to serve village 2 (excluding Section 278 highways works) – Details approved
15/01767/ADP - Approval of second reserved matters pursuant to planning permission
10/02649/AOP relating to Village 4 (including all mitigation land) comprising the residential
development of 861 dwellings, community facilities, public open space, SuDS, mitigation
land, electricity substation and associated infrastructure to serve – Details approved
15/01768/ADP - Approval of second reserved matters pursuant to planning permission
10/02649/AOP relating to the Eastern Link Road (part) comprising the extent of the Eastern
Link Road to serve Village 4 between the S278 works (junction with A418 not included
within the application site) to the roundabout serving the employment land - Details
approved
15/03462/APP - Erection of Community Hall and Day Nursery in Village 2 pursuant to
outline planning permission 10/02649/AOP and reserved matters planning permission
14/03486/ADP - Approved
16/01486/APP - Variation of condition 2 to revise the approved parameter plans as
previously approved under planning permission 10/02649/AOP for a new urban extension
comprising 2450 homes, 10ha employment land, neighbourhood centre, two primary
schools, construction of eastern link road (part) and the Stocklake link road (rural section),
green infrastructure, associated community facilities and support infrastructure including
expanded electricity sub station and flood defences - Approved
16/01487/ADP - Approval of reserved matters pursuant to planning permission
10/02649/AOP relating to the bus link road between Village 2, Village 4 and the second
serviced primary school site – Details approved
17/03061/APP - Variation of Conditions 1 m (Development Framework Plan), 1 q (Play
Strategy drawing ) and 2 d (Parameter Plan -Green Infrastructure) relating to outline
permission 10/02649/A - Approved
6.0

PARISH/TOWN COUNCIL COMMENTS

6.1

Bierton with Broughton – Opposes. It is inappropriate for this application to be considered
in isolation from the rest of Village 3. The documentation is not clear as to what is being
considered/proposed for this application. The Design Code shows the application site as
the whole of Village 3. The application refers to phase 2 but the Transport Statement (12005-RP3-006, March 2018) refers to Phase 1A. What is the scope of Phase 1A? Does the
Transport Statement cover the cumulative traffic impact of the whole of Village 3?
The Design Code P9 considers only the Aylesbury Town Centre Conservation Area and
listed buildings, with no reference to the Bierton or Hulcott Conservation Areas or the
associated listed buildings, when these are much closer to the development site than the
town centre. Even when considering Wider Design Guidance (Design Guide Section 3) the

developer has not included the Bierton and Hulcott Conservation Areas. The scope of the
Contextual Analysis is therefore inadequate for Village 3 as a whole and for this application
in particular. What is (are) the bus route(s) through the whole of Village 3? While the
indication of a bus lay-by close to the school and village centre for west bound traffic on the
Southern Link Road (Bellingham Way) is noted, where are the other bus stops for both
west and east bound traffic along SLR and within the residential areas to meet the criteria
for all dwellings to be within 400m of a bus stop?
It should be noted that Vol3 Page 12 of the Transport Assessment (12-005-RP3-006 March
2018) envisages over 1450 two-way vehicle movements per hour on Bellingham Way for
most of the period between 07.45 and 09.15 (<500vph C-A and >950vph A-C). That is 1
vehicle every 2.5 seconds! Without (at least one) controlled crossing, how is anyone going
to get across the road?
The documentation does not identify any crossing points over Bellingham Way, to provide
access between the residential areas to the north and the primary school and village centre
to the south (both of which are outside the scope of this application). This will be
increasingly important as more dwellings are delivered to the north of Bellingham Way in
future phases of Village 3. Where will passengers disembark from an East-bound bus
cross the road to the dwellings (or facilities) south of Bellingham Way?
Will village 3 follow the same process as Village 2 in that the communal areas and facilities
will not be adopted by AVDC or BCC (Except the principal roads) and have Maintenance
Management companies for each of the 9 parcels that are identified in the Design Code?
What speed limits are proposed for Bellingham Way?
What speed limits are proposed for the roads and street within the residential areas?
Transport statement 12-005-RP3-006 March 2018 Vol 2 Appendix A has assumed 20 mph
speed limits on internal roads. What are the sighting distances for vehicles moving within
the residential areas? NOTE that in Village 2 the sited distances were BELOW THE
MINIMUM values stated in the Manual for Streets for 20mph areas. Confirmation is
required that the road surface markings and signage conform to the requirements for
Manual for Street.
The Noise Assessment is clearly limited in scope to the dwellings in Phase 1 only. No
consideration is given to dwellings on the South side of Bellingham Way and it is not clear
that consideration has been given to the cumulative noise effects on the north side from
traffic generated by future phases of village 3, especially from development on the south
side. Should there not have been a single noise assessment for the whole of village 3?
Are the surface water management arrangements satisfactory? Experience of residents in
Village 2 suggests that the arrangements in place there are not working effectively.
The covering letter to AVDC from Wessex Environmental Planning accompanying the
submission states that documents included:
Planning Statement by Wessex Environment Planning
Ecological Survey and Assessment by Southern Ecological Consultants
Neither of these was included in the pack of documents delivered to Bierton with Broughton
Parish Council, nor (more importantly) were they listed in the documents section of the web
site for this application.
Furthermore advertisement in the Bucks Herald (reproduced on the web site) refers to
Application and Environmental Assessment: there is No EIA included among the
documents on the web site. The Parish Council reserves the right to make further
comments when the above documents become available.
If the application is considered by Committee then the Parish Council will wish to speak at
the Committee.
6.2

Bierton with Broughton further comments:

Having now had opportunity to read the letter to AVDC dated 26 July from IDP Group on
behalf of the Applicant, and subsequent correspondence published on the web site for this
Application, Bierton with Broughton Parish Council (BwB PC) has the following additional
comments which it wishes to be taken into account in the evaluation of this Application.
1. BwB PC notes that, in the IDP Group’s letter, the Applicants have not commented on
the Highways Authority’s (HA’s) proposal to relocate the already-agreed crossing in Village
2 with a view to having just a single crossing over Bellingham Way. The HA’s proposal is
not supported by BwB PC.
2. In this context, BwB PC notes that the ADP letter states (Bullet 3 in “other
amendments”) that a “Crossing point [has been] added [PC’s emphasis] to the SLR which
connects the Neighbourhood Centre to the northern part of the scheme” to connect the
north and south sides of Village 3 at the Village Centre. The Barratts/David Wilson
brochure published for the Canal Quarter Consultation in July 2017 appears to show a
crossing point at that location; so even at that time, the need for a crossing within Village 3
was recognised.
3. However, it is not clear from the IDP letter whether this will be a controlled crossing.
BwB PC considers that the volume of traffic travelling on this road (at least 1450 vehicles
per hour in peak times = 1 vehicle every 2 seconds) makes it essential that the crossing
is controlled to cater for the number of people wishing to cross in both directions.
Furthermore, BwB PC is of the opinion that an uncontrolled crossing in this location would
not comply with NPPF as it would not satisfy the requirements of Para 35:
a.
Bullet 2: “give priority to pedestrian and cycle movements”;
b.
Bullet 3: “create safe and secure layouts which minimise conflicts between traffic
and cyclists or pedestrians”.
In this context, BwB PC would welcome confirmation that the already-agreed pedestrian
crossing in Village 2 will be “controlled”.
6.3

Aylesbury Town – Object to this application as it does not appear to adequately represent
the initial proposed plan for development. The proposed seems to have regressed from
providing some open spaces to an overly dense housing site that has failed to adopt the
Garden Town principle, which has been adopted by other developments in the area.
Aylesbury Town Council object to this application as it is overdevelopment of the site. If the
application is considered by Committee, Aylesbury Town Council will speak at this meeting.

7.0

CONSULTATION RESPONSES

7.1

Crime Prevention Design Advisor – There is a good level of both active and natural
surveillance across the development whilst designing in connectivity the layout does not
appear to be excessively permeable. Improvements could be made to reduce the number
of rear access footpaths, access controls should be used to prevent unauthorised access
to parking courts, blank elevations should be avoided as they provide no surveillance, bin
and cycle stores should be secured and observed and consideration given to provisions for
postal services, robust access controls should be provided to communal dwellings.

7.2

Biodiversity – There are no material objections towards the information provided. The
Council’s Biodiversity Officer is working with the ecological consultant SES, the house
builder Barrat Homes and the RSPB in respect of the ecological enhancement measures
proposed throughout the whole of this development. Measures in the open space proposed
are being discussed along with the species specific enhancements in the fabric of the
buildings. This element of the reserved matters does not include these measures.

7.3

BCC Archaeology – No comments to make.

7.4

BCC SuDS – The submitted information provided in the Surface Water Drainage and
Management Plan (12-005-RP3-007, March 2018, C&A Consulting Engineers) has been
reviewed and no objections are raised to the development subject to conditions.

7.5

Housing – If affordable housing at 20% is confirmed by the viability review then the
numbers of affordable housing would be acceptable. The affordable housing mix does not
currently reflect the needs of the District and the number of affordable three-bed dwellings
should be increased and the number of affordable 2 bed flats reduced. An affordable
housing plan is required to identify the tenure types, the unit sizes and the locations with a
schedule detailing the same. The clustering restrictions seem to have been adhered to. As
per the S106 no more than 60% of private units on each phase should be occupied until all
the affordable units on each phase of sub phase have been completed and transferred to a
partner housing association.

7.6

Parks and Recreation – The LEAP meets the recommended buffer distances from
dwellings but is sited on a smaller area of public open space than previously approved on
the parameter plan. The developer has failed to demonstrate that the LEAP will score a
minimum of Good against RoSPA’s play value assessment for both toddlers and juniors
and no pre-installation report has been provided to demonstrate the LEAP is safe as
necessary. Comments are awaited on the amended plans.

7.7

BCC Highways – For the purposes of this application comments are confined to the
detailed layout of the estate roads proposed within this village. Whilst the layout is
generally considered acceptable, there are a number of concerns in relation to some
details of the proposed layout. Following much consideration and discussions with the
County Council’s road safety team the controlled crossing can remain in its current
approved location, towards the west of the scheme extents, north of the proposed primary
school. The Canal Side crossing location is within the built-up urban area which is subject
to street lighting and has activity on both sides, together with a central refuge. As such
driver awareness should be greater as a vehicle passes through this area. It is also noted
that the crossing north of the school is located outside of the urban form as it sits between
Villages 2 and 3 and therefore there is increased risk of higher driving speeds.
Notwithstanding the above, given the sensitivity surrounding the location of the crossing,
the applicant has agreed to provide passive provision for a toucan crossing at the Canal
Side location, in addition to providing the full crossing in the current proposed location. The
current location of the toucan crossing will serve users of the adjacent school situated to
the south. Upon opening of the two schools within Village 4 to the north of the SLR, the
location of the crossing point may need to be reconsidered and at that time a decision can
be made on the basis of real data. If it is identified at such a future date that the canal side
location would be the preferred location, the passive provision will be in place and the
relocation of the crossing will be possible with minimal disruption and cost.
Further to the shortfall in visitor parking and parking provision anomalies referred to in
previous responses, this has been addressed in the latest plans received it is considered
that an adequate number of visitor parking bays are provided. Overall, following the latest
amendments to the design proposals, the parking layout will not present a highway safety
issue and can be considered acceptable for the purposes of this application.
With respect to pedestrian access, footways and shared surfaces these are considered to
be acceptable. It is appropriate to note that the Highways Authority consider the design of
gradients in the form of granite sets to be unsatisfactory due to maintenance implications,
however this is matter that will be addressed through detailed design. With respect to the
previously proposed footway levels, it has since been agreed with the applicant that these
will be provided with a minimum upstand of 50mm and the majority of the development will
be subject to 125mm kerbs. As such, the Highway Authority are satisfied that this further
addresses the recent DfT guidance.
Where the footway reduces to 2.0m in width west of the toucan crossing, the Highway
Authority are satisfied that the toucan crossing enables the safe crossing of cyclists onto
the 3.0m footway provided on the southern side of the SLR.

Bin Collection Points have also been added to cul-de-sacs that exceed 25m in length and
this addresses the respective concern raised in previous comments.
Clarification has been provided by the applicant with respect to the junction layout in the
vicinity of plot P8/85 (referred to as plot P8/01 previously) and the Highway Authority are
satisfied that this junction incorporates a realigned 2.0m footway and uncontrolled crossing
point.
As a result of concerns over the distance to a bus stop from the south east corner of
Village 3, south of the SLR, an additional bus layby has been provided on the SLR in the
vicinity of plot P5/21. This will improve accessibility to sustainable transport and whilst not
necessarily resulting in a walking distance of less than 400m to every dwelling, it will
improve the situation for the majority and is a far more satisfactory distance than it would
be otherwise in terms of pedestrians having to walk to the bus stop in the Canal Side area.
The applicant has confirmed that the minimum garage dimensions will be 3.0m by 6.0m in
order for the provision to be used for both storage and parking, ensuring that parking is not
displaced onto the carriageway. This measurement has been taken as an internal
measurement between structures.
Mindful of the above, the Highway Authority are now satisfied that the outstanding matters
have been sufficiently addressed such that there are no objections to the application
subject to conditions.
7.8

Canal and River Trust – The submitted details do not appear to discharge water to the
Aylesbury Arm of the Grand Union Canal and therefore the Trust has no objection.
Environmental Health – Provided that the development is carried out in accordance with
the recommendation in the noise assessment regarding the provision of acoustic fencing
on plots P9/23 and P6/05 and acoustic glazing and ventilation as specified then
satisfactory internal and external noise levels can be achieved on the development.

8.9

Landscape – A number of concerns were raised relating to inconsistencies with the
Strategic Design Code (April 2013) (SDC) and proposed layout, use of unsecured rear
parking courts, relationship of parking to dwellings they serve, street typologies in the
circulation hierarchy and treatment of lanes. A series of discussions have taken place and
amendments submitted to meet an agreed position.

8.0

REPRESENTATIONS

8.1

Three letters of objection have been received making the following comments:
-

Noise impact on residential dwellings and public realm should be considered, including
use of community facilities which should be sited away from main road

-

Should be an air quality report

-

Development should not diminish use of SLR as key strategic route to improve traffic
flow and air quality for town and community

-

Village 3 should be looked at in its entirety. Application details refer to whole of Village
3 but application only for part

-

Design Codes should make reference to Bierton and Hulcott conservation areas and
village 3 should be looked at as a whole in this regard

-

Bus routes should be looked at as a whole with village 3

-

Buses stopping should not interfere with strategic route

-

Need adequate controlled crossing of the SLR

-

Noise assessment should take account of future development for rest of village 3

-

SLR must allow for diversion of through freight traffic from Tring Road to allow capacity

for bus route
-

Streets are not wide enough to allow larger vehicles to pass parked cars

-

No provision for bus stops or pedestrian crossings on busy link road

9.0

EVALUATION

a)

The planning policy position and the approach to be taken in the determination of
the application.

9.1

The overview report attached sets out the background information to the policy framework
when making a decision on this application The starting point for decision making is the
Development Plan. For the purposes of this report, the Development Plan consists of the
adopted Aylesbury Vale District Local Plan. S38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory
Purchase Act 2004 requires that decisions should be made in accordance with the
development plan unless material considerations indicate otherwise. The National Planning
Policy Framework (July 2018) and the Planning Practice Guidance are both important
material considerations in planning decisions. Neither change the statutory status of the
development plan as the starting point for decision making but policies of the development
plan need to be considered and applied in terms of their degree of consistency with the
NPPF, PPG and other material considerations. Determination of the application needs to
consider whether the proposals constitute sustainable development having regard to
Development Plan policy and the NPPF as a whole.

Aylesbury Vale District Local Plan (AVDLP)
9.2

As set out in the overview report Policies RA.13 and RA.14 seek to restrict development to
small-scale infill or rounding off at Appendix 4 settlements and are considered out of out of
date for the reasons given. Since policies RA13 and 14 are out of date the presumption in
favour of sustainable development at paragraph 11 of the NPPF would apply, unless the
application of policies in the NPPF that protect areas or assets of particular importance
provides a clear reason for refusing the development proposed; or any adverse impacts of
doing so would significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits, when assessed
against the policies in this Framework taken as a whole.

9.3

A number of saved policies within the AVDLP are considered to be consistent with the
NPPF and therefore up to date so full weight should be given to them. Consideration
therefore needs to be given to whether the proposal is in accordance with or contrary to
these policies. Those of relevance are GP.2, GP.8, GP.24, GP.35, GP.38 – GP.40, GP.45,
GP.59, GP.84, GP.86-88, GP.90-91 and GP.94. They all seek to ensure that development
meets the three objectives of sustainable development and are otherwise consistent with
the NPPF.

Emerging policy position in Vale of Aylesbury District Local Plan (draft VALP)
9.4

The Council has laid out proposed policies and land allocations in the draft Vale of
Aylesbury Local Plan. This Plan was published and subject to public consultation in
summer 2016. Following consideration of the consultation responses, and further work
undertaken changes have been made to the draft plan. A report has been considered by
the VALP Scrutiny Committee on 26 September and Cabinet on 10 October 2017 on the
proposed submission plan. The Cabinet’s recommendations were considered by Council
on 18 October 2017. The examination hearing ran from Tuesday 10 July 2018 to Friday
20 July 2018. The adoption of the Vale of Aylesbury Local Plan is planned to be in early
2019.

9.5

Whilst the VALP hearing has taken place there are a number of unresolved objections to
the housing strategy and other policies. Paragraph 48 of the NPPF advises on the weight
to emerging plans depending on the stage of preparation, unresolved objections and
consistency with the NPPF. In view of this the policies in this document can only be given
limited weight in planning decisions, however the evidence that sits behind it can be given
weight. Of particular relevance is the Settlement Hierarchy Assessment (September 2017).
Also the Housing and Economic Land Availability Assessment (HELAA) (January 2017) is
an important evidence source to inform Plan-making, but does not in itself determine
whether a site should be allocated for housing or economic development or whether
planning permission should be granted. These form part of the evidence base to the draft
VALP presenting a strategic picture.

Neighbourhood Plan
9.6

There is currently no neighbourhood plan in existence for Bierton. A neighbourhood plan
area has been established which follows the Parish boundary for Bierton with Broughton
Parish but no further work has been undertaken and therefore no weight can be given to
the neighbourhood plan.

b)

Whether the proposal would constitute a sustainable form of development.
•

Sustainable location

9.7

The Government's view of what 'sustainable development' means in practice is to be found
in paragraphs 7 to 211 of the NPPF, taken as a whole (paragraph 3). The National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) has a presumption in favour of sustainable
development for both plan-making and decision-making.

9.8

It is only if a development is sustainable when assessed against the NPPF as a whole that
it would benefit from the presumption in paragraph 11 of the NPPF. The following sections
of the report will consider the individual requirements of sustainable development as
derived from the NPPF and an assessment made of the benefits together with any harm
that would arise from the failure to meet these objectives and how the considerations
should be weighed in the overall planning balance.

9.9

Outline consent has been granted for the Kingsbrook development including the part of the
site comprising village 3 and that part forming the red edge for this application site.
Therefore the principle of development on this site has been previously considered and
accepted and this is a material consideration in the determination of this detailed
application.

•
9.10

Build a strong competitive economy
The Government is committed to securing and supporting sustainable economic growth
and productivity , but also that this would be achieved in a sustainable way. Paragraph 80
states that planning policies and decisions should help to create the conditions in which
businesses can invest, expand and adapt. Significant weight should be placed on the need
to support economic growth and productivity, taking into account both local business needs
and wider opportunities for development.

9.11

•

It is considered that there would be economic benefits in terms of the construction of the
development itself, its operation and the resultant increase in population contributing to the
local economy which would attract significant weight in the overall planning balance.
Delivering a sufficient supply of homes

9.12

Local planning authorities are charged with delivering a wide choice, sufficient amount of
and variety of land and to boost significantly the supply of housing by identifying sites for
development, maintaining a supply of deliverable sites and to generally consider housing
applications in the context of the presumption in favour of sustainable development. In
supporting the Government’s objective of significantly boosting the supply of homes,
paragraph 61 states that within this context, the size, type and tenure of housing needed
for different groups in the community should be assessed and reflected in planning policies
(including, but not limited to, those who require affordable housing, families with children,
older people, students, people with disabilities, service families, travellers, people who rent
their homes and people wishing to commission or build their own homes. Key to the
consideration of this point is the use of local housing needs assessment targets and the
Council’s ability or otherwise to demonstrate a 5 year supply of housing land. Based on the
findings of the HEDNA, the housing land supply document shows we have a 11.7 year
supply this year (compared with 9 years previously). Work is ongoing towards revising this
calculation in accordance with the new NPPF and early indications are that the council still
maintains over 5 years supply. The overview report on the detailed clarification and
background information on the HEDNA position, the new Housing Delivery Test to apply in
November 2018 and the approach to not include any element of unmet need is appended
to this report.

9.13

With regards to the contribution that the development would make to housing supply, it is
considered that this would be significant and that this matter should be afforded significant
positive weight in the planning balance.

9.14

The overall mix of dwellings provided with 83 x 2 beds, 110 x 3 beds and 35 x 4 beds is
considered to be acceptable for this part of Village 3.

9.15

In respect of affordable housing the outline scheme met the thresholds for securing such
provision on site as outlined in AVDLP policy GP.2 which refers to the provision of 25
dwellings or more or a site area of 1 ha or more. At the time of the outline application being
considered a detailed viability assessment was provided and independently assessed by
the District Valuer. This showed that significant investment in infrastructure such as the
Eastern and Southern Link roads, secondary school, significant green infrastructure and
town wide flood defences resulted in an impact on viability such that the minimum amount
of affordable housing could be provided, at 20%. This level of provision was secured in the
S106 with a review mechanism included so that the level could be re-visited at appropriate
intervals so that if the economic situation improves, an increased amount of affordable
housing could be secured. At the time the Village 4 reserved matters scheme was
considered in 2016 (15/01767/ADP) a viability review was submitted and the Authority
accepted that 20% provision would be appropriate having regard to the circumstances at
the time.

9.16

As part of this application for 228 dwellings forming part of Village 3, 46 affordable units are
proposed, representing 20% provision, and a further viability review has been undertaken
and submitted to the District Valuer for review. In considering the information submitted the
District Valuer is of the opinion that 20% continues to be appropriate for this scheme
having regard to the financial viability test set out in the S106.

9.17

With regard to residential mix for the affordable units, there would be 21 x 2 bed flats, 17 x
2-bed houses, 6 x 3-bed houses and 2 x 4-bed houses. This is not reflective of the mix of

the market houses coming forward since 38 of the 46 affordable units are 2-bed dwellings.
However this is a higher density part of village 3 and it is accepted that as this application
site only forms part of Village 3 that the affordable units could be adjusted across the rest
of Village 3, as put forward by the applicant. The table below indicates the affordable
housing known to date and coming forward as part of this application and that which would
need to be provided in the rest of Village 3. The location across the application site for the
affordable units is generally considered to be acceptable in that there is no unacceptable
pepper-potting.

1 bed appt
2 bed appt
2 bed house
3 bed house
4 bed house
9.18

•
9.19

Village 2

Village 4

Village 3
(part)

Remainder
required

HEDNA

0
28
42
24
7

22
33
55
59
5

0
21
17
6
2

22
0 (excess 52)
72
97
30

44
30
186
186
44

In respect of affordable housing it is considered that overall the scheme would be
acceptable in that it would achieve the 20% affordable as required by the S106 and as
justified by the viability review undertaken. Officers will ensure that the appropriate mix of
affordable housing would be addressed as part of considering the remainder of Village 3.
On this basis taking into account the contribution of the scheme to the provision of
affordable housing it is considered that in taking into account the need for affordable
housing the development should be afforded significant positive weight.
Promoting sustainable transport
It is necessary to consider whether the proposed development is located where the need to
travel will be minimised and the use of sustainable transport modes can be maximised and
that safe and suitable access can be achieved, taking account of the policies in the NPPF.
Paragraph 108 requires that in assessing sites that may be allocated for development in
plans, or specific applications for development, it should be ensured that appropriate
opportunities to promote sustainable transport modes can be taken up, safe and suitable
access to the site can be achieved and that any significant impacts from the development
on the transport network (in terms of capacity and congestion), or on highway safety, can
be cost effectively mitigated to an acceptable degree. Paragraph 109 states that
development should only be prevented or refused on highways grounds if there would be
an unacceptable impact on highway safety, or the residual cumulative impacts on the road
network would be severe.
Locational sustainability

9.20

In respect of transport sustainability, following the grant of outline consent for the
Kingsbrook development and the provision of access to public transport that the
development would incorporate it is considered that the development would be locationally
sustainable. Consideration has been given to the location of bus stops along the SLR and
one is proposed to the south of the block of flats AA on the southern side of the SLR. This
will improve accessibility to sustainable transport and whilst not necessarily resulting in a
walking distance of less than 400m to every dwelling, it will improve the situation for the
majority and is a far more satisfactory distance than it would be otherwise in terms of
pedestrians having to walk to the bus stop in the Canal Side area.

9.21

With regards to the impact on highway safety, BCC as the Highway Authority have
considered the information submitted in the transport statement and the further detail

provided by the applicants. For the purposes of this reserved matters application highway
comments have been confined to the detailed layout of the estate roads proposed within
this part of village 3. Initial comments received by the Highway Authority did state that the
layout was generally considered acceptable, but that there were a number of concerns and
these are discussed in more detail below.
Crossing points
9.22

As part of the proposals for this part of Village 3, a toucan crossing with lights is proposed
to the western end at a location where the primary school is to the south of the SLR.
Towards the centre of the site and the canal side there would be an uncontrolled crossing
where a pedestrian refuge is provided in the centre of the SLR. This would have passive
provision for a toucan crossing (whereby all the ducting and underground chambers etc
would be provided and this would have to be secured by condition) in the event that it
becomes necessary (through increased use and provision of real data) to upgrade this
crossing point to become a toucan crossing. A further crossing point is indicated outside of
the red edge application site adjacent to the roundabout on the eastern side of the site with
the Eastern Link Road.

9.23

Following much consideration and discussions with the County Council’s road safety team
BCC Highways are now satisfied with the location of the controlled toucan crossing.
towards the west of the scheme extents, north of the proposed primary school. The Canal
Side uncontrolled crossing location referred to above is within the built-up urban area which
is subject to street lighting and has activity on both sides, together with a central refuge. As
such driver awareness should be greater as a vehicle passes through this area. It is also
noted that the crossing north of the school is located outside of the urban form as it sits
between Villages 2 and 3 and therefore there is increased risk of higher driving speeds.
Notwithstanding the above, given the sensitivity surrounding the location of the crossing,
the applicant has agreed to provide passive provision for a toucan crossing at the Canal
Side location, as described above.
Highway safety

9.24

With regard to highway safety and parking provision the Highway Authority are satisfied
that following the latest amendments to the design proposals, the parking layout will not
present a highway safety issue and can be considered acceptable for the purposes of this
application. The applicant has confirmed that the minimum garage dimensions will be 3.0m
by 6.0m in order for the provision to be used for both storage and parking, ensuring that
parking is not displaced onto the carriageway.

9.25

With respect to the junctions, footways and shared surfaces indicated, including footway
levels and kerb heights, the Highway Authority are satisfied that these would be acceptable
and any outstanding matters could be addressed through detailed construction design and
by condition.

9.26

Bin Collection Points have also been addressed and added to cul-de-sacs that exceed 25m
in length to address the concerns of the Highway Authority in this regard. The remainder of
the site can be adequately serviced by refuse vehicles and fire trucks.

9.27

The footway layout in the vicinity of the play area has been revised following discussions
with the applicant and a 2.0m footway link is now proposed down the western side of the
play area linking to a shared junction table at the northern end and crossing point that
meets a 2.0m footway to the south. On the eastern side of the play area the footpaths both
now tie into footways on the opposite side of the carriageway and the Highway Authority
are now satisfied with this layout for pedestrian access.

9.28

Having regard to the above matters the Highway Authority are satisfied that the
outstanding matters have been sufficiently addressed such that they can confirm that there
are no objections to the application subject to the imposition of conditions. Overall it is
considered that the development would accord with the aims of the SPG, Policy GP24 and
with the NPPF and that it could be implemented without harm to highway safety and
convenience and that sufficient parking can be provided. This absence of harm should be
afforded neutral weight in the planning balance.

9.29

In respect of car parking provision, a sufficient number of car parking spaces would be
provided for the future occupiers of the dwellings mainly in the form of on plot parking but
also with parallel parking on the highway for visitor spaces. Although there are instances
where some of the dwellings have an over provision of parking (for some of the three
bedroom properties where there are two spaces to the front of the garages) the applicants
have indicated that this happens where rear access to the gardens is required between the
garage and dwelling such that the garage is set back further in the plot. Although this is not
ideal it would result in less future pressure for on street parking and it has also been
previously accepted for both Villages 2 and 4. In respect of the flats, there would be a
shortfall of 4 spaces overall. Having regard to the location of the flats adjacent to the bus
route and commercial centre which will come forward as part of the remainder of Village 3
to the south of the SLR, it is considered that the level of provision would be acceptable. On
this basis the development would accord with the aims of policy GP24 of the AVDLP and
with the guidance in the NPPF such that this matter should be afforded neutral weight in
the planning balance.

•

Conserving and enhancing the natural environment

Landscape
9.30

In terms of consideration of impact on the landscape, proposals should use land efficiently
and create a well-defined boundary between the settlement and countryside and
recognising the intrinsic character and beauty of the countryside. Regard must be had as to
how the development proposed contributes to the natural and local environment through
protecting and enhancing valued landscapes and geological interests, minimising impacts
on biodiversity and providing net gains where possible and preventing any adverse effects
of pollution, as required by the NPPF. The following sections of the report consider the
proposal in terms of impact on landscape, agricultural land, trees and hedgerows and
biodiversity.

9.31

Within the AVDLP, Policy GP.35 requires new development to respect and complement the
physical characteristics of the site and surroundings; the building tradition, ordering, form
and materials of the locality; the historic scale and context of the setting; the natural
qualities and features of the area; and the effect on important public views and skylines.
Policy GP.38 states that development schemes should include landscaping proposals
designed to help buildings fit in with and complement their surroundings, and conserve
existing natural and other features of value as far as possible. Policy GP.84 states that
development affecting a public right of way the Council will have regard to the
convenience, amenity and public enjoyment of the route and the desirability of its retention
or improvement for users, including people with disabilities.

9.32

As discussed above, this application site forms part of the wider Kingsbrook development
and this particular phase is sited between future phases to come forward. As such any
impact on the wider landscape has already been assessed and found acceptable in the
planning balance and must therefore be attributed neutral weight.

Impact on Public Rights of Way
9.33

There is an existing public right of way which runs through the centre of the site, north to
south, linking Bierton with the Kingsbrook site. This route is maintained through this
application site along an attractive tree lined street leading down on the other side of the
SLR to the commercial centre (to come forward as part of a future phase). The change to
the visual impact experienced by users of the footpath has been previously accepted with
the grant of the outline consent and approved parameter plans. Nevertheless it is not
considered that the development would result in any significant adverse harm than
previously identified and with the proposed landscaping will still provide a safe and
attractive route for users. As such it is considered that this matter should be afforded
neutral weight in the planning balance.

Trees and hedgerows
9.34

Policies GP.39 and GP.40 of the AVDLP seek to preserve existing trees and hedgerows
where they are of amenity, landscape or wildlife value.

9.35

As previously explained, with the approval of the outline consent it has been accepted that
there would be some impact on existing trees and hedgerows which form existing field
boundaries throughout Kingsbrook. However, the proposed scheme comprising this part of
Village 3 includes significant tree planting and with associated soft landscaping to verges
and other parts of the site, it is considered that the development would compensate for any
planting lost. As such it is considered that this matter should be afforded neutral weight in
the planning balance.

Biodiversity/Ecology
9.36

Paragraph 170 of the NPPF requires new development to minimise impacts on biodiversity
and provide net gains in biodiversity.

9.37

The application was accompanied by a assessment which referred to the ecological
chapter of the EIA which gave mitigation, compensation and enhancement measures for
the Kingsbrook development which result in a net significant positive gain for biodiversity.
Further surveys have been undertaken. Notwithstanding that this part of the Kingsbrook
development does not propose significant biodiversity enhancements, since being a more
built up urban environment it was not meant to, the Council’s Biodiversity Officer is satisfied
with the information provided and is continuing to work with the housebuilder throughout
the whole of the development. Swift boxes, house martin cups, sparrow boxes, bat roost
boxes, bug boxes and hedgehog highways (gap/hole in fence) will be utilised throughout
this part of Village 3 and details of this have been indicated on a plan submitted with the
application and the implementation of these measures can be secured by condition. On
this basis it is considered that for this particular application this matter should be afforded
neutral weight in the planning balance.

Contamination
9.38

A further consideration in the NPPF in relation to the need to conserve and enhance the
natural environment is contamination, and the guidance states in paragraph 178 that
planning decisions should ensure that the site is suitable for its new use taking account of
ground conditions.

9.39

The existing land use of the majority of the Kingsbrook development area was originally

agricultural and therefore it was not anticipated that there would be any contamination.
With the outline consent the Environmental Statement concluded that soil and ground
conditions had none or negligible impacts during construction and operation and these
conclusions were accepted at the outline stage and therefore need not be re-assessed
here. On this basis this matter should be afforded neutral weight in the planning balance.
9.40

•

With regards to air quality, this application seeks reserved matters approval following the
outline approval given and the land uses proposed as part of this application follow that set
out in the outline consent. The Environmental Statement at that time considered the effects
of traffic emissions from the proposed ELR and SLR on the proposed development and
exiting dwellings as well as from the traffic generated by the proposed development and
temporary effects from the construction phases. A range of measures were incorporated
into the EMEMP (Environmental Monitoring Evaluation and Mitigation Plans) to manage
and mitigate this issue and the data provided indicates that air quality objectives will be met
and that the situation in the existing AQMA (Air Quality Management Areas) will not
worsen. Previously when considering the reserved matters application for Village 4
(15/01767/ADP) as part of their monitoring under the Air Quality Action Plan Environmental
Health advised that data collected indicated that air quality has improved in the existing
AQMA. Whilst the comments of the Council’s Environmental Health Officer have been
sought in respect of this reserved matters application and their comments will be reported
to Members, it is not considered that this matter raises issues of any material impact and
currently this matter should be afforded neutral weight in the planning balance.

Promoting healthy and safe communities

9.41

The NPPF seeks to achieve healthy, inclusive and safe places, promoting social
interaction, safe and accessible development and support healthy life-styles. This should
include the provision of sufficient choice of school places, access to high quality open
spaces and opportunities for sport and recreation and the protection and enhancement of
public rights of way, and designation of local spaces.

9.42

Policies GP.86-88 and GP.94 of the Local Plan seek to ensure that appropriate community
facilities are provided arising from a proposal (e.g. school places, public open space,
leisure facilities, etc.) and financial contributions would be required to meet the needs of
the development.

9.43

As part of this development a LEAP is indicated to the western edge of the site. Concerns
have been expressed from the Council’s Parks and Recreation Officer in respect of the
amount of public open space provided. The buffer distances to dwellings are now
considered to be acceptable and the S106 requires the play equipment to meet the
required standards and for it to meet the relevant play assessment value of RoSPA.
Updated comments on the latest amended plans regarding the size of the LEAP space are
currently awaited, although the applicant has assured Officers that the space is of the
appropriate size (400m2) and these will be report to Members at Committee.
Notwithstanding this, it must be remembered that the wider development of Kingsbrook
provides more open space and green infrastructure than would be required by the
development and given the amount of open space provided overall and the fact that this
part of Kingsbrook was envisaged as being a more urban and intensively developed
environment, it is not considered that the amount of open space provided would be
unacceptable. Having regard to the above, it is considered that this matter should be
afforded neutral weight in the planning balance.

•

Making effective use of land

9.44

Section 11 of the NPPF requires that planning policies and decisions should promote an
effective use of land while safeguarding and improving the environment and ensuring safe
and healthy living conditions, maintaining the prevailing character and setting, promoting
regeneration and securing well designed, attractive and healthy places.

9.45

Paragraph 122 of the NPPF relating to achieving appropriate densities states that in
supporting development that makes efficient use of land, it should taking into account of
the importance the identified need for different types of housing and other forms of
development, and the availability of land suitable for accommodating it.

9.46

Overall it is anticipated that Village 3 will provide for around 1100 dwellings including a
mixed use centre and space for a school. The average density across Kingsbrook is
approx. 40dph with lower densities identified at the periphery and higher densities within
the urban core, whilst not being at the expense of garden sizes or amenity. Across Village
3 it was anticipated that the density would vary between 40 and 60 dph to respond to the
central location of Village 3 and the confluence of movement corridors around the
neighbourhood centre. This part of village 3 is purely residential and the Design Codes
anticipated a density of 35-45+ dph. The higher density development is within the core with
a lesser density (and reduced scale of dwellings) at the edges of the site, except where the
development fronts the SLR. This will be more apparent when the remainder of the
development for Village 3 comes forward. This development proposes 288 dwellings on a
site measuring 7.06ha and across the site this would result in an overall density of 41dph.
This is considered to be acceptable and would make effective use of the land having
regard to the context of the site and the wider Kingsbrook development site.

•

Achieving well designed places

9.47

The NPPF in section 12 states that the creation of high quality buildings and places is
fundamental to what the planning and development process should achieve. Good design
is a key aspect of sustainable development, creates better places in which to live and work
and helps make development acceptable to communities.

9.48

Planning policies and decisions should ensure that developments will function well and add
to the overall quality of the area over the lifetime of the development; are visually attractive
as a result of good architecture, layout and appropriate and effective landscaping; are
sympathetic to local character and history, including the surrounding built environment and
landscape setting, while not preventing or discouraging appropriate innovation or change
(such as increased densities); establish or maintain a strong sense of place, using the
arrangement of streets, spaces, building types and materials to create attractive,
welcoming and distinctive places to live, work and visit; optimise the potential of the site to
accommodate and sustain an appropriate amount and mix of development (including green
and other public space).

9.49

Permission should be refused for developments exhibiting poor design that fails to take the
opportunities available for improving the character and quality of an area and the way it
functions, taking into account any local design standards or style guides. The overview
report sets out Paragraph 127 of the NPPF states that planning policies and decisions
should ensure that developments comply with key criteria.

9.50

Policy GP.35 of the AVDLP which requires development to respect and complement the
physical characteristics of the site and the surroundings, the building tradition, ordering,
form and materials of the locality, the historic scale and context of the setting, the natural
qualities and features of the area and the effect on important public views and skylines.

Policy GP.45 is also relevant and that any new development would also be required to
provide a safe and secure environment for future occupiers of the site.
Reserved matter: Layout
9.51

Within the Strategic Design Code the character area overview for Village 3 describes it as
having ‘an urban layout reflecting the focal nature and higher density character of this
neighbourhood area. The character area is laid out in a highly permeable, structured
pattern of well contained street and lanes reflecting the distinctive urban form and spaces
found within the historic centre of Aylesbury…to the north (of village 3) the village street
pattern and architecture becomes more formal, focussing upon a green square space’. The
Design Codes accompanying this application accord with the SDC in that they describe
Village 3 as having an urban layout to reflect the focal nature and higher density character
of this neighbourhood area and to complement the urban form of Aylesbury as the nearest
town.

9.52

As a result of discussions between Officers and the applicant amended plans have been
submitted to improve the overall layout of the scheme. Perimeter blocks are utilised to a
greater extent resulting in improved layouts and fewer exposed rear boundaries. Long
lengths of driveways have been reduced (triple parking) in the majority of cases so that
there is not an over provision of car parking for the size of dwelling proposed, but also that
visually the amount of hard surfacing has been reduced. Whilst some longer driveways
remain, it is accepted that such features occur elsewhere in Kingsbrook and Officers have
endeavoured to address this where possible. The scheme offers an accessible and
permeable layout which would generally follow good urban design principles with the use of
perimeter blocks and buildings forming focal points to provide a sense of place, enclosed
backs and active frontages. In addition there are views down this part of village 3 across
the SLR and into the more commercial area indicated which will provide connectivity and
inclusion with the remainder of Village 3.

9.53

The issue of car parking for the apartments was also discussed with the applicants in an
effort to reduce the expanse of car parking apparent in the street scene but also to ensure
that adequate space was available and in close proximity to the dwellings the parking
would serve. This has resulted in the use of rear parking courts to serve the apartments,
however, gated accesses are shown to be provided and the parking internalised by built
form so that it is not visible in wider street scene thus ensuring a level of security also. It is
appreciated that parking courts are not the Council’s preferred choice and none are
proposed for the houses, however, given the proposed layout and design of the apartment
blocks for this scheme, this approach is considered appropriate and would be an
acceptable solution to the parking requirements in these circumstances and in the overall
scheme of Kingsbrook would represent a small part of the development.

9.54

The comments of the Landscape Officer in respect of some of the car parking spaces
being remote from the front of the properties that they seek to serve has been noted and
the amended plans indicate the use of rear access gates into the gardens for the properties
affected such that occupiers would be afforded easy access to their properties and this
matter is therefore considered to have been adequately addressed.
The layout of the development reflects a hierarchy of streets so that there is the main SLR
to the south of this site with the northern part of a loop, referred to as an avenue, in the
application site which connects with the remainder of Village 3 to the south of the SLR. The
canal side forms a street which runs parallel with the SuDS network and forms a main
route through the site. Then there are streets which connect with the avenues and then
streets, mews and lanes which lie at the lower end of the hierarchy. These shared surfaces
range in width from 4.8m to 6m wide.

9.55

9.56

Concerns were also expressed by the Landscape Officer in respect of the ‘lanes’ and
‘tertiary routes’ characters in the development and how these accorded with the Strategic

Design Code. The applicants have submitted amended plans to indicate the use of
additional landscaping with tree planting to ensure that the character of the ‘lanes’ is
adhered to where they are adjacent to the open space area to the west of the site and this
could be secured by condition. In respect of the tertiary route of concern this is sited
relatively centrally within the development site and it is not considered that there would be
significant lengths of parallel frontages. There would be set backs and varying house types
and roof heights such that it is considered that adequate regard has been had to this
matter.

Reserved matters: Scale and Appearance
9.57

In terms of the SDC, this envisaged different character areas for Village 3 comprising the
following:
- Village edge (southern edge) with lower densities 30-35dph, looser grain, addresses
Grand Union Canal and wildlife corridor, predominantly dwellings, varied heights with
architecture appropriate to canal setting
- Canal basin spur to have a continuous form, up to 4-storey development of a civic scale,
hard in character with soft breakout areas, higher density 45-45+dph
- Urban core (eastern edge) similar to canal spur with high density 35-45+dph and a
continuous built edge with strong perimeter blocks
- Park edge (northern edge) which would have a lower density 35-45dph, more formal
pattern and architecture focussing around a green square

9.58

Within the design codes for Village 3 the character areas are referred to as Canal Park
Edge (Village edge), Canal Spur, Urban Edge (Urban core) and Railway Park Edge (Park
edge), although in this part of village 3 only the latter 3 areas feature. It is considered that
these areas accord with the design codes of the SDC in respect of the scale and
appearance of the development as discussed further below.

9.59

The proposed houses incorporate a number of different house types to provide variety in
their appearance and to reflect the character areas. Typically the buildings within the urban
edge fronting the SLR on the opposite side of the commercial centre (where four storey
high development is envisaged) comprise the apartments which are three-stories high at
around 11.4m. These buildings would provide focal points to this part of Village 3. There
are some three storey (10.5m) and some two and a half storey high (9.7m) dwellings on
the western side of canal spur with two-storey high dwellings (7.7m) on the eastern side of
the canal spur. Dwellings to the Railway Park Edge are typically two stories high at around
7.4m. There is though variation in the heights of the two and two and a half storey
dwellings to provide variation whilst maintaining the built up appearance and sense of
enclosure to the streets.

9.60

In terms of the design of the dwellings, this would complement the development already
approved for Villages 2 and 4. Gable ends (and some fronts) feature prominently across
the site and there is variation in heights as discussed above to provide variation. The
materials pallet is not extensive to ensure that the development appears cohesive and
connected throughout. The three different areas identified (urban edge, canal spur and
railway park edge) within this part of Village 3 have a varying though complementary
materials pallet. Within the urban edge the dwellings would be finished in brick or brick and
render with grey roof tiles; within the canal spur, there would be weatherboarding, brick and
render with grey tiles and within the railway park edge area there would be brick, render
and brown tiles. These colours of finishing materials are found elsewhere in the Kingsbrook
development.

Reserved matter: Landscaping
9.61

The layout plan indicates grass verges and tree planting within the swales and along the
streets. Some tree planting would also take place within some of the garden areas and
there would be shrub planting to the fronts of the dwellings. The SDC makes reference to
the ‘entrance gateways’ and notes that ‘the approach to this urban neighbourhood … will
be celebrated with a distinct gateway character, signing arrival’. More specifically the SDC
notes that ‘the eastern gateway forms the principle access to the urban area from the new
Eastern Link Road’ and that ‘that this will require a transition from the landscape buffer to
the urban forms’ and that ‘a strong edge reminiscent of buildings over a town wall would be
appropriate’. The applicants have submitted an amended plan to address this matter and
this indicates areas at the western end of the site to be landscaped which would allow
landscaping to be provided which would be appropriate as ‘gateway’ statement planting
and could be secured by condition. An area to the eastern side of the site adjacent to the
ELR is similarly indicated as having landscaping suitable for this gateway and which could
be secured by condition.

9.62

Subject to the submission of further detail which could be secured by condition, the level of
landscaping indicated for this urban environment is considered to be acceptable. On this
basis this matter should be afforded neutral weight in the planning balance.
Reserved matters conclusions

9.63

Whilst the Parish Council have raised objections in terms of the references to the Bierton
and Hulcott Conservation areas in the Design Codes, Village 3 is considered to represent
an urban environment of a higher density and form of development than would feature in
these areas, however the design code is referencing characteristics of buildings in Bierton
in its amended form.

9.64

Overall it is considered that in terms of the matters to be considered as part of this detailed
application, and following the receipt of amendments where significant improvements were
made to the layout in particular, it is considered that due regard has been had to the
strategic design codes from the outline approval and that in general the scheme is
considered to be acceptable.

•

Conserving and enhancing the historic environment

9.65

The NPPF recognises the effect of an application on the significance of a heritage asset is
a material planning consideration. Paragraph 193 states that there should be great weight
given to the conservation of designated heritage assets; the more important the asset, the
greater the weight should be. Significance can be harmed or lost through alteration or
destruction of the heritage asset, or development within its setting. Any harm or loss
should require clear and convincing justification. Paragraph 189 extends this provision to
non-designated heritage assets with an archaeological interest.

9.66

In this instance there are no heritage assets on this site or nearby which would be
adversely affected and BCC Archaeology have no comments to make on this particular
application as a result. As far as condition 19 on the outline consent goes, which refers to
archaeological matters, this condition is considered to be discharged in respect of the
information submitted for this application only. Whilst the comments of the Parish Council
are noted in respect of the Bierton Conservation Area, the application site is some
significant distance from the boundary of the conservation area and being a more urban
built up environment the applicants considered that it would be less appropriate for the
design cues for this development to be taken from Bierton. There would be no harm to the
conservation area or any listed buildings within Bierton due to the distances involved. On

this basis this matter should be afforded neutral weight in the planning balance.
•

Meeting the challenge of climate change and flooding

9.67

The NPPF at Section 14, ‘Meeting the challenge of climate change, flooding and coastal
change’ advises at paragraph 163 that planning authorities should require planning
applications for development in areas at risk of flooding to include a site-specific flood risk
assessment to ensure that flood risk is not increased elsewhere, and to ensure that the
development is appropriately flood resilient, including safe access and escape routes
where required, and that any residual risk can be safely managed. Development should
also give priority to the use of sustainable drainage systems.

9.68

Further information was sought by BCC SuDS to ensure that the information was
sufficiently robust to assess the impact and also that the surface water drainage scheme is
resilient to change in the future (such as when future residents may create additional hard
standings for example). They are now satisfied with the detail provided and raise no
objections subject to the imposition of a condition to secure full construction details of
permeable paving and details of overland flows in the event of system exceedance or
failure with demonstration that such flows can be appropriately managed and control
structures identified. On this basis it is considered that the development would be
appropriately flood resilient and that surface water drainage has been accounted for and as
such this matter should be afforded neutral weight in the planning balance.

c)

Impact on residential amenities.

9.69

The NPPF at paragraph 127 sets out guiding principles for the operation of the planning
system. One of the principles set out is that authorities should always seek to secure high
quality design and a good standard of amenity for all existing and future occupants of land
and buildings. AVDLP policy GP.8 states that permission for development will not be
granted where unreasonable harm to any aspect of the amenities of nearby residents
would outweigh the benefits arising from the proposal.

9.70

Discussions have taken place with the applicant regarding revisions to the scheme to
improve the layout of the site and concerns had also been expressed by Officers regarding
the length of some of the back gardens for the properties and the distances between
properties and revisions have been received to address these matters. The SDC requires
that where the rear elevation of a 2 and 2.5 storey dwelling faces the rear elevation of a 1,
2 or 2.5 storey dwelling a distance of 22 metres shall be maintained; where a combination
of 2/2.5 and 3 storey buildings is proposed, 25 metres shall be maintained. With regard to
‘back to side’ distances the SDC states that ‘where principle windows face the wall of a 2,
2.5 or 3 storey dwelling that contains no windows, the distance shall be a minimum of 14
metres’. Although the distances between the dwellings as set out in the SDC has not been
achieved for every property, the majority are compliant and overall the layout and distances
between properties for the scheme is considered to be acceptable and would provide a
satisfactory level of amenity. Whilst the flats would not have access to a communal garden
area, the future residents would have access to open space within the Kingsbrook
development and Village 3 itself in close proximity, including with the provision of the LEAP
to the west and the commercial centre and facilities to the south of the SLR.

9.71

A noise assessment has been provided and Environmental Health Officers are satisfied
that the scheme is acceptable and that satisfactory internal and external noise levels can
be achieved, including acoustic fencing to plots P9/23 and P6/05 and acoustic glazing and
ventilation as specified, which would address condition 31 of the outline consent as far as
the submission of information relating to this application is concerned.

9.72

On this basis it is considered that adequate regard has been had to residential amenities
such that this matter should be afforded neutral weight in the planning balance.

Other matters
9.73

Comments have been received from Aylesbury Town Council and Bierton with Broughton
Parish Council that the development for Village 3 should be considered as a whole and not
in a piecemeal fashion. Whilst this is noted, the applicants have submitted the application
and it must be determined on its planning merits. The Authority are not in a position to
refuse to determine the application because the applicants have chosen to seek approval
for Village 3 on a phased basis.

9.74

The details put forward in this application for approval of reserved matters are considered
to be substantially in accordance with the outline permission. It is considered that the
current application gives rise to no effects that were not identifiable at the outline stage and
addressed in the Environmental Statement submitted with the outline application. It is also
considered that there has been no significant change in circumstances since the outline
permission was granted in 2013. It is therefore concluded that a new Environmental
Assessment is not necessary.

9.75

A detailed S106 agreement was signed as part of the outline permission and this applies to
all phases of the subsequent development, including maintenance of amenity areas and
facilities, and as such a further S106 agreement is not appropriate at this reserved matters
stage. Monitoring for compliance with the provisions of the S106 and submission of
information is on going.
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